Local Rules
Out of Bounds
Over course boundaries. Left of white posts on 7th and 11th holes. Right of white posts on the 10th
and 18th holes. Over the bank of the driving range on 18th hole. Except in qualifying competitions
relief may be taken by dropping a ball at the point on the fairway where the ball crossed the out of
bounds for a two shot penalty.
Integral Obstructions
Out of bounds posts of applicable hole. No free relief.
Immovable Obstructions and Abnormal Course Conditions
Free relief can be taken from artificial surfaces, out of bounds posts for non applicable holes,
penalty area marker posts, seats, rubbish bins, ball washers, hole information boards, distance
markers, power poles and stay wires, saplings with rabbit guards, a ball coming to rest in a
depression caused by a vehicle. Relief if taken must be full relief in accordance with rule 16. A ball
on the buggy track on 5th or 17th which cannot have full relief should be dropped in the drop zone
provided.
Overhead Power Lines
If a ball is deflected by an overhead power line the stroke is cancelled and a ball must be dropped
and played from the point where the previous stroke was made.
Penalty Areas
Ponds, ditches and areas marked with red posts. A ball may be dropped for a one shot penalty.
Blue Staked Bunkers
Any bunker marked with a blue stake is GUR. Take a free drop at nearest point of relief not nearer the
hole.
Lost Ball
Except in qualifying competitions, a ball may be dropped on the fairway where the ball is estimated
to be lost for a two shot penalty.
Aeration Holes
A ball coming to rest in an aeration hole on the green may be moved one ball diameter not nearer the
hole.

